Large (500+) Outdoor event venues

This guidance represents a forward look for businesses, respecting COVID trending, as
well as increased vaccinations, and knowing that we expect vaccinations to be
available for all NH Citizens by April(ish). The reason we are looking now, is these
businesses need to book activities at the venue, hire staff and therefore need a longer
ramp-up time. In meeting with the 3 largest OUTDOOR venues, NH Motor Speedway,
Fisher Cats Baseball, and the Bank of NH Pavilion, these organizations also understand
that trending COVID data will be the decider, and even given the dates here, they
recognize that the dates might change given worsening data. Even knowing that, they
still need guidance and direction for the upcoming summer season.

This includes music, athletic, and large (500+ attendance) event venues.
Employee Protection:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Follow Universal Guidelines
Follow Restaurant and Food Service Guidance where applicable.
Follow CDC Guidance for Cleaning and Disinfecting

Follow Retail Guidance where applicable.

Consumer Protection:
1. While Emergency Executive order #74 is active, when out of seat, mask wearing will be
required of both employees and patrons and recommended once it expires. EXCEPTIONS
see Section 4 below.

General Business Process Adaptations:
1. Elevators, if present in the facility, should be limited to one person or associated
group at a time.
2. Where possible establish in-seat food service to minimize congregation points.
3. Masking: When out of seat, masking wearing will be required of both employees and
patrons while Emergency Executive order #74 is active and recommended once it
expires. EXCEPTIONS see Section 4 below.
4. Capacity – This will be a local individual business decision; however, the guidance will
give the following capacity option recommendations based on needed social distancing
to the venues:
i. Current: incorporate 6’ social distancing between seated groups, with masking
not needed when seated.
ii. Effective 5/28/21: Incorporate 3’ social distancing between seated groups,
capacity based on maintaining 3’ distancing, masks needed when seated.
iii. Effective 7/16/21: No social distancing needed in seated areas, capacity at
100%, assuming self-attestation of vaccination from patron when purchasing
tickets, masks required when seated.

5. Athletes or Performers must maintain 8’ distance from closest Patron’s seat.
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